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                                 CHAPTER-III 

GENDER CONSCIOUSNESS- i) IMPACT OF WESTERN          

EDUCATION   ii) ROLE OF CONTEMPORARY PERIODICALS 

nder   have had an ambiguous 

relationship with the nineteenth century social reform movement. Most British 

colonial and missionary writings viewed the position of women in India before their 

advent as one of the extreme degradations. In fact, the condition of women in India 

becomes one of the principle means 

.1  Different reasons had combined to 

subjugation of the country was an important one. Child marriage, the refusal of the 

right to study, the exaltations of the Puranic ideologies, in particular the elevation 

 

subordination. The , to begin with the Muslim regime 

and later continued in the post Muslim period forced women to retract within the 

four walls of their homes. Education and learning was the forbidden, as the belief 

was encouraged that a married woman casting her eyes on black ink will be forever 

destined  willingly 

s death.2 The aim 

of this chapter is to search for possible explanations, as well as to pin-point of some 

gender consciousness in the nineteenth century may be attributed to a number of 

factors. But here some specific points are being highlighted which may broadly be 

represented from two stand points: i) Impact of Western Education and ii) Role of 

Contemporary Periodicals. 

                       i) Impact of Western Education 

The introduction and growth of western education was perhaps the most 

important single factor in the Indian awakening. Hence, it is necessary to discuss the 

growth of western education in Bengal where it first spread among the middle class 
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people and largely moulded their life and thought.3 The beginning was made with 

the foundation of the Asiatic Society in January 1784. For an awakening of interest 

and curiosity in their own past, which largely infused into the Indians a sense of self- 

respect, the Asiatic Society founded by Sir William Jones played a noticeable role. 

By laying emphasis on rational knowledge the Asiatic Society helped the growth 

among the Indians of an intelligent understanding of their national culture through 

scientific research. The works of Sir William Jones, Jemes Prinsep, Alexander 

Cunningham, Dr. Maximillian Muller, Horace Hayman Wilson, Charles Wilkins, 

James Fergusson, Mr. Edwards Thomas, Rajendra Lal Mitra and others unearthed 

and  great heritage and ancient glory. These instilled 

into them a floating sense of pride and self-confidence.4 

In 1781 the Calcutta Madrasa was founded by Warren Hastings and it was 

followed by the establishment of the Sanskrit College at Benaras in 1792 by 

Jonathan Duncan, the Resident of the place. The Fort William College came into 

existence in 1800 and behind the screen there was a whole hearted initiative on the 

part of Lord Wellesley. The purpose of this college was for training of the young 

civilians. In a way it prepared the ground for English education and became the 

meeting place of English officers and Indian scholars. It also gave a incentive to 

native language and literature.5 A landmark in the history of the growth of Western 

education is the foundation of the Hindu College on 20th January, 1817. The Hindu 

College was a great success and it surpassed all expectations of its founders. It 

produced a galaxy of brilliant students whose intellect and knowledge of the English 

language and literature could hardly be excelled by students of any school in the 

West. The foundation of the Hindu College, in a sense g of 

liberal- 6 Study 

of European history and literature made the educated Indians familiar with the 

prevailing spirit of democracy, nationalism and liberalism of Europe. Towards the 

end of the eighteenth century the ideas of Montesquieu, Voltaire, Rousseau, Hume 

and others began to reach the Indian shores. These made a profound impression on 

the inquisitive and responsive Bengali middle- class mind. The western impact was 

first felt in Bengal - 

provinces by the new ideals of freedom and equality of the 18th century European 
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 7 European rationalism and 

individualism also deeply influenced the Bengali intellectuals. It was Bengal where 

the British rule was first established and English education was first introduced. So, 

it was only natural that Bengal was the precursor in the growth of gender 

consciousness in India in the nineteenth century. 

 The effects of English literature and Western philosophy on the educated 

Wilberforces, Hampdens, Mills, Brights, Metcalfes, Macaulays, and hundreds of 

other luminaries, whose liberal principles have captivated us, and we have regarded 

them as the very model of morality, and hold them in vernacular

was for respect. When it came from the new world of the West, the source at the 

same time of so much criticism 8 

 The current of Western culture and civilization was at that time practically 

sweeping away most of the educated Bengalis and they devoted themselves to the 

cause of upholding Hindu cultural heritage and turning the tide of Westernization.9 

It was only in the third decades of the nineteenth century that efforts were made, 

more by enlightened individuals than by institutions, to ameliorate condition of the 

women. In the succeeding years institutions, imbued with liberal outlook, led a 

movement for improving the condition of womenfolk through diffusion of 

knowledge.10 The gender consciousness thus initiated, was a part of the nineteenth 

century S Pandit Ishwar Chandra 

mpaigns for widow-remarriage and against Kulin polygamy, the 

daring radicalism of Young Bengal, and the repeated splits within the Brahmo 

movement essenti .11 

Although there was sufficient opposition of this new current by the conservative 

groups yet the opposition could not find its success because of the lively spirit 

provided by the influential social group which was a product of the contemporary 

colonial economy and the ideology.  

 The simplest explanation, in terms of the influence of Western, and 

particularly British models on an English-educated group, is not really satisfactory. 
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They accepted the idea 

condition of women saw female education and female emancipation as the first steps 

towards progress.12 So, 

a part of the discourse of progress, there was a movement for female education, 

representing a search for a new model of womanhood as imagined by the educated 

colonial males.13 As early as in 1819, when Bengali women occupied a very inferior 

social position, Rammohun Roy in his se  observed that, a 

woman was considered to be no more than a useful creature who could at once be a 

coock, a sexual partner and a faithful housekeeper.14 Worse still, men held an 

extremely poor opinion of women maintaining that women were devoid of all 

intellectual abilities and could never be educated. However, as English education 

permeated a segment of urbanised middle-class men, although it was a small group 

of people, is posed a question as to the existing status of Bengali women. By the end 

of the first quarter of the nineteenth century, quite a few people like Dwarakanath 

Tagore, Prasanna Kumar Tagore and even Radhakanta Deb, the great leader of the 

orthodox Hindus, became convinced that women should be given some education. 

This was thus the beginning of an era when a cross-section of Bengali men became 

.15 

When the western thinking emerged in Bengal then the Bengali realised 

about human liberty, the power to win their surroundings, the courage to disobey 

decision and opinion of their social barriers.16 In the first half of the nineteenth 

century the Young Bengal group from the perspective of humanitarianism protested 

against the orthodox Hinduism. At the end of 1820s the Young Bengal group under 

the leadership of Derozio vehemently claimed for equal status of women along with 

offering of education for women. They were deeply influenced by Hume

Experiencism tilitariani omanticism etc.  

Not only that, in 1835, the most famous journal of Young Bengal named 

Hindu Pioneer propagated the necessity of human 

w  that essay it was stated that, 

notice of the Indian community, the above ought to have the greatest attention; for 

the domestic state of a people, whatever improvement they might make, will never 

be ameliorated unless their wives and daughters are educated with the same care as 
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17 Because the uplift of women is necessary for the fulfilment of men 

and also in that essay there is a mention that  

them is therefore most unjust and to enslave them as the men of our country do is to 

show ingratitude to our universal father, who has given us more strength than 
18 In fact, the English educated Bengali 

came out from their believe of fatalism and the Bengali life to some extent became 

humanize. From this time the tendency of personal individualism was emerging in 

the Bengali society.19 It may be said that, the connection between East and West was 

changing the male-female relationship in many Bengali literatures and this new idea 

they also applied in their personal life. 

 Female education was seen, too, as a way of improving marital relations. 

Madanmohan Tarkalankar, an women educationist and reformer of nineteenth 

century, expressed the utility of women education such as  if they want they could 

earn money, they would be able to take counting the income-expanse of her family, 

they would be able to teach her children, if they are educated then they would be 

able to carry on the fit and happy marital life.20 It was also hoped that, female 

education would help preserving harmony within the joint family. Many writers 

stated that, uneducated women were the main cause of dissension. Women were also 

responsible for the mental outlook of their children. In Bengal the tie between 

mothers and sons was especially close, 

example was the mother of Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar. A scholar summarized it as 

he existence of intelligently educated mothers, and sisters, and wives, is 

essential to the training of a race of intelligent and high-spirited sons, and brothers, 
21 

 Stri-siksha purusher sukher kalpabriksha

of all male happiness), a Bengali article published in Subarnabanik Samachar  in 

1924, highlighted a concept of meaningful conjugal life and the social implication of 

a happy family leading to a formation of a stable community. Education, as another 

article preached, trained women to become sahadharmini in the true sense of the 

term, that is, to become faithful partners in the material work and spiritual duties of 

their husbands  in other words a loveable companion. Such constructions were no 
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doubt derived from the discourse of Western modernity. The West had already 

acknowledged the victory of women, as another article in the same journal argued; 

those waves of change had already crossed the Himalayas and were about to flood 

education thus became a pre-condition for the progress of the community, as women 

were the protectors and nurturers of its lineage, honour and respect.22 

 It is a fact that, English textbooks, literature, and in some cases, visits abroad 

brought awareness of a different world without seclusion or child-marriage, where 

romantic love seemed  to reign supreme in poems and novels (though much less so 

in reality) and widow were not burnt on forbidden to get married.23 Introduced with 

Western education the enlightened Bengali male candidates for the first time 

realised the lack of mental distance with their wives that was a memorable event in 

Indian history.24 The famous reformers like Rammohun Roy, Dwarakanath Tagore, 

Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Prasanna Kumar Tagore and others did not get the 

support and co-operation of their wives, even the newly educated youths feeling 

their life is not romantic for their uneducated wives. They habituated with the new 

thoughts and personal lifestyle which were mentally separate themselves from their 

guardians and wives. As a result, they became separate from their main family. In 

this contradictory circumstance, they realised the educated and enlightened wives 

for the necessity of their own life, satisfaction of conjugal relation and for social 

progress and advancement. Beside these, Ghulam Murshid, a feminist writer said 

that English ideas had resulted in an increase in affection and sympathy for their 

daughters who had for so long been much neglected and looked down upon. We can 

understand this if we read the autobiography of Brahmo leader Kalinarayan Gupta or 

the autobiography of Brahmomayee Debi, the wife of Durgamohan Das.25 

 The progressive and conservative alike believed that, educated mothers 

would improve the physical health and mental strength of future generations of 

Bengali bhadralok. While conservatives believed that educated women would 

uphold the values the traditional society and that education would help women in 

leading a virtuous life, the progressive hoped that they would use their influence to 

bring about a social change.26 In fact, a new theory was gradually emerging in the 

1820s and 1830s by which Bengal would become civilized only if its women were 
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educated along with its men.27 Akshay Kumar Dutta, Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, 

Madanmohan Tarkalankar, Pyarichand Mitra viewed this same theory. 

 The idea that education would spoil the womanly qualities in women and 

bring disgrace on their families was gradually disappearing. During the 1850s and 

1860s the young 

education with almost religious zeal. Brahmo leaders such as Keshab Chandra Sen, 

Bijoy Krishna Goswami, Sivnath Sastri, Aghore Nath Gupta and Umesh Chandra 

Datta, who were imbued with the newly emerging Western ideas of husband-wife 

relationship, found it essential to give some education to their partners to help them 

become better wives and better companions.28 

 Thus, from the middle of the nineteenth century some individuals started 

thinking deeply about the nature of conjugal relations. The new owed much to the 

spread of Western education. Proficiency in English introduced the Bengalis to 

Western ideas which they internalized. Many in those days had begun to judge the 

existing social mores by the light of Western morale and ideals. Major social 

controversies like the abolition of Sati and the movement for the spread of female 

education diverted attention at the time from yet another important change silently 

transforming the structure of the family. Not many were aware that the relation 

between a man and his wife was becoming more intimate in the longer term.29 The 

tendency to judge the social rules, customs and institutions by new lights grew 

stronger with time. This by itself leads to two conclusions: first, the ideas regarding 

conjugal relationship were undergoing a perceptible change together with the spread 

of education; and secondly, the social ills like polygamy, child marriage, extra-

marital affairs, unequal marriage etc. which were noticed at the beginning of the 

century were, obviously, still not obliterated at the end of the century. Together, 

these factors accounted for the slow velocity at which closer conjugal relations 

developed in Bengali society despite the rise of the new social ideology. 

Undoubtedly the age of marriage of women increased slightly over time. Moreover, 

the numbers of polygamy decreased considerably in course of the second half of the 

nineteenth century.30 Much of this change can be attributed to the spread of 

education among the people and constant writing on this subject. 
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 Men inspired by the new ideology believed that if depravity, polygamy or 

extra-marital affairs were to be done away with, conjugal life would have to be 

made more attractive.31 This could only be achieved, it was argued, by increasing 

mutual inter-dependence and good relations between the spouses. In many cases 

mutual mistrust stood in the way of a happy conjugal relation. Even an old man was 

s , the 

mistress of the house did not permit any young women to wait on her old husband; 

an old maid served him foods. The propounder of the new ideology wanted to make 

sure that the relation between husband and wife would be placed beyond the reach 

of all suspicion and mistrust.32 

 It may be said that, many of the English-educated bhadralok were attracted 

by the ideal of the correct relationship between husband and wife was that in which 

sympathy and encouragement, counsel and advice, solace and relaxation. Their 

Anglicized education and colonial employment made it desirable to have a wife with 

some understanding of this new milieu. They felt that there can be no real happiness 

in the family, no real home life, no real companionship between two so unequally 

mated, the intellectual man and the unintellectual women: the woman will be unable 

to share in the cultivated pursuits and enjoyments of the man, or intelligently to 

divide with him the serious cares and troubles of this life, and he will be compelled 

to seek outside his own home the true sympathy and companionship, which he ought 

to find, but misses within it.33  

 On the other hand, the element of English marriage that was most obviously 

missing, and the lack of which was most sorely felt, was that companionship. 

Employment under British rule accentuated a sharp division between work place and 

home, between business and pleasure or relaxation, a division less marked in Hindu 

society. English ideas stressed that qualities such as understanding and sympathy 

were particularly feminine. Home had to be a haven from cares and worries, and the 

wife was there not only a sympathetic and understanding ear to his grievances. She 

was to enhance his leisure by joining him in it, constantly at his side. In a colonial 

situation, where the bhadralok were being subjected to constant humiliation in their 

working lives, there was an exceptionally strongly felt need for those qualities.34 
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  It is true that, whether educated or not, the first major event in the life cycle 

of a girl was marriage. During the latter half of the nineteenth century the nature of 

this institution began to change. A different style of marriage gradually developed, 

assimilating new qualities of romantic love and companionship.35 The question of 

arranged marriages raised a major point of difference between Hindu and English 

ideals. The English ideal of marriage was intertwined with notions of love and 

romance. A number of people in nineteenth-century Bengal began to voice 

objections to arrange marriages, where the partners had usually never seen one 

another before the marriage ceremony. The ideal of mutual growth in marriage was 

used as an argument to explain and defend the practice of child marriage, 

condemned by the British. It was said that, in a society where a woman had a 

definite role to fill in the household hierarchy, she had to be trained into that role 

when she was young and flexible, before she had developed independent ideas. 

Although, the British continued to harp on the barbarity of child marriage. In 1872, a 

Marriage Act was passed through Brahmo efforts, setting the minimum 

marriageable age for non-Hindus at fourteen for girls and eighteen for boys. More 

direct measures were seen to be necessary and were taken in the Age of Consent Bill 

of 1891.36  

The result of reading out new literature not only influenced the mind of the 

Bengali people in respect of conjugal relation of the foreigners but also injected the 

idea of freedom in respect of marriage into Bengali society. Since the four decades 

of nineteenth century the changing attitude in respect of mutual relation between 

male and female was formed due to regarding out of foreign literature. As a result of 

this, it was also felt necessary for choosing partner before marriage as per foreign 

practices. In 1842 Akshay Kumar Dutta remarked that, husband and wife cannot 

marry with their own choice, he described this as one of the bad social practices. 

Since the decade of 1850s-60s the demand for selecting partner before marriage was 

raised. Akshay Kumar Dutta had also an opinion that, meeting and conversation 

with male and female before marriage were essential. Satyendranath Tagore could 

not marry according to his own wish and hence wrote a letter to Gyanadanandini 

Debi with repentance.  This was the result of changing attitude.37 As a result of new 

consciousness, women are not considered as commodity of love, now they can 
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demand love. From this point of consciousness mutual choice and dislike of husband 

and wife emerged. This new change is most important in the world of thinking. 

Lots of periodicals have been written to put emphasis on women and to 

improve customs to enable women as suitable partners for men and it happened 

basically before ma

women. For example, Gynanendra Mohan Tagore, son of Prasanna Kumar Tagore 

wanted to make his wife Balasundari Debi (1833-1851) most modern of that age and 

hence appointed English governess for proper education of his wife. Satyendranath 

Tagore enquired about his wife through letter from England. He also requested 

Hemendranath Tagore (fourth son of Debendranath Tagore) to teach English to 

Gyanadanandini Debi. Girish Chandra Sen used to teach his wife Varnaparichoy at 

midnight when all the members of the house are slept. The attitude was also 

observed to make wife as life-partners along with mental partner. Moreover, it was 

also observed in the second half of the nineteenth century to make wife as partner of 

personal sorrows and sufferings. In all these activities the main thing was new 

values which made Bengali consciousness 

Again it awakened new idea regarding conjugal relations and developed new 

feelings of love.38  

 In that connection, the nineteenth century witnessed creation of a new genre 

how to conduct their sex lives within marriage. Some information on sexual 

relationships can be gleaned from these. Marriage manuals declared that, sex was 

not only a basic need, but also a source of great pleasure. They gave diverse advice 

on when to have and not to have intercourse. One manual proclaimed that, it was 

-two, for the old 

to have intercourse with the young, to have intercourse purely for pleasure, or 

conditions for intercourse as being with a girl, who has not yet menstruated, without 

The menstrual taboo was found in all the manuals and textbooks, although the 

number of prohibited days varied. 

in defining the most suitable time for intercourse. Simultaneously orgasm of 
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husband and wife was described as the fullest form of sexual enjoyment. If these 

manuals were taken as guidelines, the chances were that a woman would have had 

as much pleasure and fulfilment from intercourse of her husband.39 

 After marriage, the birth of children sanctified the marriage bond. 

Motherhood was the most important function in the life of a Hindu woman. The 

bhadralok showed an eagerness to use new medical knowledge, although it was only 

accessible to the few who could afford the high cost. In 1848, the report of the 

Midwifery Hospital in the Calcutta Medical College announced with pride that all of 

their six or more college graduates now settled and practicing in Calcutta were 

their confinements, and that thought not required to render manual assistance, except 

in cases of difficulty, they are always requested to undertake the medical 

management of every case, both during and after delivery .40 It does show that, 

some of the bhadralok were anxious to try to relieve the sufferings of women in 

childbirth by employing doctors, and that women acquiesced. In an attempt to solve 

the problem of the very high infant and material mortality rate, women began to turn 

to doctors for solutions and that the increasingly frequent use of their services 

showed a desire to alleviate the suffering of childbirth by taking advantage of new 

medical techniques. 

 One way of improving health conditions was for mothers themselves to 

know something of the new medical principles. In 1857, the first of a continuing 

stream of mother and child care manuals, based generally of an English prototypes, 

appeared under the title of Sisu Palan  In this respect, 

on the part of Hindoo females of the proper management of infants, and the great 

ompelled him to write the book.41 He was 

.42 

 This work and those that followed it recommended consciousness and made 

knowledge of the need and means for improvement known to the bhadramahila. In 
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that connection, a practical knowledge about the health care of where may be cited 

here when we come across the very personal experience of Shib Chandra Deb who 

noted about a manual of general instruction for women, published in 1862, which is 

said to have stressed the importance of prenatal care. Because traditional practices of 

birth took place in the sutikagriha or aturghar. This was always the smallest, darkest 

room in the house, a physical embodiment of the impurity associated with childbirth. 

Shib Chandra Deb recommended extensive changes in arrengements for the 

sutikagriha.43 Before literacy among the bhadramahila had become widespread, 

however, initiative for consciousness of conditions came from men, who had some 

knowledge of alternative possibilities. Durga Mohan Das had read many books on 

childbirth. From these points we may conclude that, there was a new trend of 

thought process about the notion of male folk who seems to have come out from the 

domain absolute patriarchy that dominated the traditional society of Bengal. How 

did it shake the society of Bengal can fairly be understood from another unique 

example said by Durga Mohan Das. It is said that, when his wife gave birth to their 

first child in 1861, he is said to have decided that, he could not subject her to the 

rigors of the sutikagriha. In its place, he let her lie on his own bed, on a mattress, to 

the consternation of his family.44 Another illustration may be what happened in the 

Tagore family of Jorasanko about the change they had initiated in the environment 

of the sutikagriha. sutikagriha was a 

sunny room on the third floor of their Jorasanko house.45 

Thus, there was a beginning of changing scenario of the ritualistic pattern 

regarding child birth of Hindu families of colonial Bengal. This may be taken as a 

result of the progressive ideas of the West and virtually in the long run this seems to 

have inspired the elite women to take midwifery during the period of child birth. 

There was no dearth of literature to instruct them. A bhadramahila helping with a 

ndaging the 

er birth and medicinal precaution.46Available knowledge 

was certainly widely circulated, although practice may have been slow to change in 

accordance with new of the hour. The consciousness reflect a desire on the part of 

educated Bengalis to get benefit from modern scientific knowledge and growing 

humanitarian concern for the welfare of mother and child. The major part of a 
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ld rearing. This resulted the 

direct lessons that India received from the West. Because, the elevation of 

motherhood in this way gave the bhadramahila an enhanced sense of purpose and 

boosted their self-esteem. 

There is another side of this new development and this was found in the extra 

financial burden in view of the health care of the women as well as the child caring 

which came inevitably as a new lesson from the social reality if nineteenth century 

Bengal. The new definition of motherhood gave the mother full responsibility for 

the moral as well as physical management of her children. Their strengths and 

weaknesses were all attributed to her. Shib Chundra Deb was again a pioneer in the 

field of literature on the moral training of children. In 1862, he added to his volume 

on the physical aspects of infant treatment with a second part on the moral 

management of infancy. His sources included selections from Letters on Early 

Education by Pestalozzi, the Swiss pioneer of new child rearing methods.47 It was 

followed by a stream of books such as Matrisiksa in 1871, and Saral Sisu Palan in 

1885.48 In the West, the nineteenth century saw the culmination of a new idea that 

was taken up by the Bengali bhadralok, especially the Brahmos. They were attracted 

by the emphasis on morality in the education of the child. Journals especially for 

children were started 

Balak Bandhu from 1878, Sakha, a monthly journal was also published for children 

in 1882.49 Jnanadanandini Debi edited the magazine by the title Balak, an illustrated 

monthly for children from April, 1885. A year later it was incorporated into the adult 

journal Bharati. Ladies of the Sdharan Brahmo Samaj edited Mukul for children 

from 1895.50 and an illustrated monthly magazine for girls, Sakhi was started in 

1900.51 

By the turn of the century, motherhood had been invested with new meaning 

for the Bhadramahila. It had been raised from a natural function to an exalted duty. 

In Bengal, reformers propagated the new duties and methods of motherhood with 

enthusiasm, because they believed the educated mother to be a crucial link in the 

process of modernization. The new career expectations of the sons and daughters of 

the bhadralok could only be met with the help and cooperation of mothers in 
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  Side by side, another important consciousness saw in the Bengali society that 

was purdah. By the end of the nineteenth century there had been some modifications 

in the purdah system. In general, these were part of the process of  

associated with rising status under British rule. A combination of external pressures 

and responses from within Bengali society brought about changes in purdah. The 

arrangements of the colonial administration and provision of a transport network for 

travel were outside forces that eventually helped to bring about modifications in the 

purdah system. Dress reform and emergence into public society were consciously 

adopted by the progressive section of the bhadralok and gradually taken up by a 

wider group. These changes had a dramatic impact in the context of the segregated 

society of nineteenth century Bengal.52 Traditional dress was seen by the bhadralok 

as a faltering block in the way of reforming the condition of women. Traditional 

dress had evolved within a purdah society and was inappropriate for appearing in 

front of men outside the intimate family circle. Women would need to feel their 

dress provided protective covering if purdah were to be discarded. Koilasbasini 

Debi, one of the first Hindu female authoresses, thought it necessary for women to 

dress differently if they wanted to benefit fully from public education.53 

            In that connection, the enlightened bhadralok, especially the Brahmos, 

the Sangat Sabha, met to discuss a suitable form of dress for modern women. The 

problem was of immediate importance to them because they wanted to bring their 

wives into public society, but at that stage they were not able to form any definite 

conclusions.54 Jnanadanandini Debi, one of the first Bengali women to act as official 

hostess at public functions hosted by her husband. The dress question was therefore, 

of direct practical relevance for her. Her suggestion was to improve a new form of 

dress that drew inspiration from diverse groups. The style she invented became 

known as the Brahmika Sari.55 Thus, dress reform was initiated by Bengali men, 

under the influence of alien concepts of modesty, but was soon taken up by women 

themselves as they perceived that it was a necessary prelude to greater freedom from 

the restrictions of purdah. Although initially limited to a small group, the new form 

of dress was gradually adopted by all middle-class women.  
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           In part, these changes were the result of a consciousness among the elite 

bhadralok that purdah 

preferences played an important part in determining the ways in which purdah 

would be modified. By the end of the nineteenth century the purdah system had 

been considerably modified. The modern bhadramahila had a redefined role in the 

household and in society. 

 In the second half of the nineteenth century saw another important change in 

the attitudes of a small segment of educated men towards wom

general and towards female seclusion in particular. The modernized man became 

conscious of the need for breaking the seclusion of their women in order to pave the 

ago 

homes, started going abroad in the late 1860s. As female education spread and 

female seclusion became less vigorous among the bhadralok, an increased number 

of women began to participate in social activities outside the context of the family. 

More important than that, they began to involve themselves in various economic 

activities.56 

Though women were not to be given an opportunity to participate in a male 

world, but to , to be of benefit to 

future generations. 

propose reforms would be favourable, and did not see the need to consult them. 

They saw women as passively grateful objects of reform. Yet women did have some 

influence in accelerating reform  directly, through active encouragement, and 

frequently very different from those of men. For me

separate from their working lives, but for women questions such as education or a 

public social life were connected with the whole form of their existence.57 

 about Consciousness   

 In the later part of the nineteenth century women began to realize and 

became conscious about their age long degradation and at the same time sought 

means for uplift. However, it is more important to note that, the attitude of women 
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regarding their own education was changing slowly but steadily. As a matter of fact, 

they were previously more conservative in their outlook in regard to their education 

than men. The believe that education would cause widowhood was very popular 

among women themselves.58 They also maintained that, educated women would 

become unchaste and disobedient to their in-laws and husband. However, the 

situation changed with the passage of time. But fortunately enough, with the rise of 

an English- dergo a 

transformation. By the middle of the nineteenth century, only the Brahmo and the 

Christians women reflected a favourable attitude towards education. But within a 

few decades, traditional Hindu women too were becoming aware of the need for 

female education. In their opinion, men and women together constituted the whole 

society. Therefore, men alone could not steer the society towards the desired level of 

progress. Women had a definite role to play in society but they were unable to do so 

owing to their ignorance and backwardness. There was also the argument that 

education alone could make better mothers. Uneducated mothers had neither the 

knowledge of everyday hygiene nor the much desired ability to impart elementary 

education.59 

So, during the course of the nineteenth century, by the impact of Western 

 their degraded position. In 

modifications in the suitable activities for a female at different stages of her life. 

Second, there was a new and budding sanction of individualism and ultimately, the 

suitable arena for female action was extended. 

ii) Role of Contemporary Periodicals 

  As has been mentioned that, there will be a discussion of another important 

factor for gender consciousness i.e. the role of contemporary periodicals. From the 

early nineteenth century the number of newspapers and journals in India nay Bengal 

began to increase rapidly. The rapid growth of press, particularly the vernacular 

press accelerated the growth of 

nineteenth century women issues were written in many periodicals by enlightened 

male personalities. But in the second half of the nineteenth century women began to 
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start written about their own problems in many journals. One may perceive the 

education, -

, the women, who 

wrote in the periodicals, having braved the censure of traditionalist to confess their 

identities in signed articles, also read what was written about them. This may well be 

a cause for the change in the dynamics of the local; history also records some 

changes that were effected here and spread across the country.60 Women also 

experienced increased opportunities for the expression of their individuality. 

Although women in earlier times were certainly not an undifferentiated group, we 

do not have sufficient records to go beyond generalizations about their lives. Formal 

education and particularly the development of publications intended for and written 

by women gave women a voice.61 

Women Education 

 From the second decade of the nineteenth century in support of women 

education important essays were published in various periodicals. These were 

Samachar Darpan (May23, 1818), Sambad Prabhakar (January 28, 1831), 

Jnananveshan (June18, 1831), Bengal Spectator (April, 1842), Vidyadarshan 

(1842), Tattvabodhini Patrika (August 16, 1843), Sarvasubhakari Patrika (August, 

1850), Bibidhartha Sangraha (October, 1851), Masik Patrika (August 16, 1854), 

Somprokash (November 15, 1858), Bamabodhini Patrika (August, 1863), Abala 

Bandhab (1869), Banga Mahila (1870), Jnanankur (1872), Bharati (1877), 

Paricharika (1878), Tattva Kaumudi (1878), Sahitya (1890), Sadhana (1891), 

Antahpur (1898) etc. In all these magazines it was circulated that, the sorrows and 

sufferings of women life cannot be removed without women education.62 In the 

beginning of the nineteenth century Christian Missionaries thought about women 

education or Gour Mohan Vidyalankar expressed his Stree 

 - all these opinions are equally echoes in the essay published in the Sambad 

Prabhakar Patrika Stree Vidya  (Women Education) the author 

openly expressed that, illiteracy of women of this country was the cause of all types 

of harm, violence, conflict, anger, egoism, separatism, laziness and sorrows etc. The 

author dreamt of that day when mother and sister will advice through books 
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regarding academic affairs instead of offering bad practices through teachings to 

sons and brothers.63. 

 It was also written in the Sambad Prabhakar Patrika that, only a mother can 

lead her children honest and virtuous way of life. So, there may not be any doubt 

that, good manner of women can make also good character of men.64 In a letter one 

Brahmin writer of Chinsura wrote in Samachar Darpan in 1838 that, the men and 

children who are studying must progress in life. But, if the condition of men is 

changed then do they match themselves with their illiterate wives?  

mental and physical work men or male member expects assistance and consolation 

from their wives. He also wants to express his internal message to his wives.65 Thus, 

for the above purpose a new consciousness emerged from the decade of 1820s. It 

was thought that, Bengal would be civilized if the male are given education along 

with women. 

 The demand and ideology of conjugal life of the educated Bengali who were 

inspired by new ideology were mutual feelings between husband and wife. For this 

equality in respect of intelligence level of husband and wife was essential. The 

differences in the attitude of the husband and wife cannot be removed unless the 

wife was sufficiently educated. In view of this objective it was written in the 

Gyanankur Patrika that, to days youth demands educated wife. Women must be 

educated along with men. In the second half of the nineteenth century in different 

writings on women education, the utility of the study of women was repeatedly 

emphasized. It was admitted openly and unquestionably that, if the wife was 

educated then indiscipline would also arise less in the family activities.66 Probably, 

another reason for this was that, if the merit of women education was placed before 

the Bengali society then the attitude of the conservative family towards women 

education could be reduced. Because the objections which was raised by the 

opponents of women education in the first half of the nineteenth century continued 

at the end of the century. In the second half of the nineteenth century the persons 

who put their argument in favour of women education launched severe attack 

against opponents. Madan Mohan Tarkalankar wrote in Sarbasubhakari Patrika and 

protested against the main objections raised by conservative society and at the end 

he mentioned a few utility points in favour of women education. The points were  
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women could earn money if they so wish, they might maintain the accounts of the 

family, they could teach the children. Moreover, healthy and happy conjugal life 

was possible only the woman was educated.67 It is thus important to note that, in any 

discussion on women education more emphasis was paid on husband, children and 

the necessity of society than the necessity  own.  

  

journal the Masik Patrika states: the husband spoke in favour of education to his 

wife, who was against it. The benefits he perceived were that if a wife could do 

 and avoid 

quarrels. She would also be able to manage the property if her husband was absent 

or dead. The latter point convinced his wife, because she could relate it to cases 

among her own relatives. In one case her cousin, educated women, had been 

deceive her, but she 

understood the accounts so well that he was unable to do so. Another cousin was 

uneducated and was therefore financially ruined on widowhood. The husband went 

on with the other major arguments in favour of female education  the extent of 

female influence on the home and on the next generation. He said that were in 

 68 In  

1898 Kulabala Devi, a woman writer of nineteenth century Bengal wrote in Masik 

Patrika on the importance of female education and specially wrote on this subject. 

She wrote that, it is an accepted fact that the first and foremost place for education is 

the antahpur. There is no greater well-wisher of a child than his mother. No one can 

care about the well-being of a child as his mother can. If she possesses a perfect 

character, there is no need for separate institutions to educate the child. What an 

ideal mother can teach her child is more effective than what can be taught by a 

hundred teachers.69 

In the early 1860s the Bamabodhini Patrika, which was founded by the 

followers of Keshab Chandra Sen, started a scheme of education for girls and 

women through correspondence, antahpur siksha

the opportunity for girls to continue with learning even after they were married. This 

zenana education through columns of the Bamabodhini Patrika as well as from 

tutors continued to be a popular method of educating girls for several years. The 
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Bamabodhini Patrika also noted extensively on the necessity of female education in 

a number of articles. Most of the writers were women themselves. Smt. Kamini Roy, 

the Bengali poetess expressed: 

Lack of education has put them in a pitiable state today. Society comprises of 

both men and women  they have, therefore, equal responsibility to 

discharge social duties. But our women are unable to do so simply because 

they are ignorant of what those duties are. This ignorance has given birth to 

numerous vices in the society today. Lack of education has also prevented 

our women to enjoy the finer elements of life. They live the life of animals, 

as it is only the animals that limit themselves to fulfilling primary needs. 

Illiteracy has reduced women to performing lowly and menial tasks. Had 

they been educated, they could have shared the duties with men. As a matter 

of fact, women are better equipped to do certain jobs. A newborn baby 

knows no one else apart from his mother, his childhood is spent with her and 

during this time he learns whatever his mother teaches him. Hence a 

knowledgeable mother can groom her child in the best possible manner. But 

the saddest part is that the boy child gets all the attention and education  

that the girl child deserves no less is always overlooked 70 

             In another issue of Bamabodhini Patrika, Barada Sundari, one of the 

contributors of the journal wrote on the necessity of female education. In her words: 

for men, it is equally necessary for women. God 

has created both the sexes and if He has given the right of education to men, 

similarly He has also given it to women ............ women are unable to do any 

work properly if they are not given education from childhood. Our women 

are simply not aware of how to run a household, how to nurse the elderly 

parents and how to respect them, or how to rear children and give them 

proper education................ Some say that educated women become widows 

while some argue that since women do not need income they do not need any 

education. Needless to say, these are downright baseless arguments  causing 

great harm to the nation. If women have the same rights to education as that 
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of men, how can it cause any harm? Only those who have had a taste of 

education know the sense of fulfilment it can provide. That we have a high 

infant mortality rate in our country, that our families are often plagued with 

fraternal conflicts  are clearly results of lack of education among women. 

These would not have happened if the women knew how to raise children 

the women of our country be educated so that they can make a positive 

contribution towards the progress of the nation and make our country 
71 

The another important journal Abalabandhab started by Dwarakanath 

Gangopadhyay, one of the Brahmo leader of Bengal, made great impact on the first 

band of educated Bengali ladies and he will no doubt be long remembered as a 

Abalabandhab were, on the one hand defensive while on the other, moralistic and 

judgemental on the proper behaviour and demeanour of educated women. Such 

women, Dwarakanath Gangopadhyay 

self-conceit and should bring unity among all with their love a

-interest they would undoubtedly expose 

themselves to the charge of negligence towards society and humanity 72 

The Antahpur, one of the Bengali journals for women informs how Sasipada 

Banerjee, the editor of the journal himself managed successfully the education of his 

two daughters namely Ushabala Debi and Banalata Debi. Its peculiar feature was 

that, it was written exclusively by women and meant for the women. This was also 

helpful for the progress of female education. In one of the issues of Antahpur Smt. 

Nagendrabala Devi, one of the contributors of the journal says: 

All human beings require education as urgently as they require food. Just as 

in the same way food nourishes our body physically, education nourishes us 

mentally and enriches our mindset. Both men and women are part and parcel 

of family, so why should there be any discrimination in imparting 

education.......... No educated child would respect his mother if she is 
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uneducated and inexperienced. He would simply ignore her and no race 
73 

Not only the above mentioned issues, the Antahpur also communicated 

another important aspect of the society relating to women education and it has been 

nicely reported by Smt. Hemangini Chowdhury, one of the contributors of the 

journals, in one of the issues she had written: 

should be imparted education diligence.................. They can make a 

judicious choice between healthy and unhealthy things, they can use things 

better and in general their activities would be more conducive to better 

health. In remote villages where the Kavirajas (village physician) are not 

always available, if women can be taught the very basics of medical science 

and symptoms of common diseases and medicine, many a time relief can be 

obtained from diseases and emergency situations can be handled in a much 
74 

In the later period Banga Mahila, Paricharika, Bharati, Sahitya, Sadhana 

etc. played significant role for the same purpose. Historical importance of several 

essays is too much which were published in these periodicals. From these writings 

we can understand the contemporary gender consciousness about female education. 

Side by side, many periodicals for the spread of Muslim women education took 

important role that is  Nabanur (1803-1907), The Mussalman (1906-1936), Probasi 

Islam Pracharak (1900-1936), Basana (1909),, Mussalman Chronical (1908), 

Banganur, Mohammadi, Moyajjin (1930), Kohinur (1911), Saogat (1918-1946), 

Annesa (1921), Bulbul, Begum etc. But Annesa was the first Muslim women edited 

journal which was published in 1921 and the editor was Sufia Khatun.75 Most of the 

their conservative attitudes about wo  

 

In the first half of the nineteenth century new thinking emerged regarding 

introduction of women education, the position of women in the society, their 
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responsibility etc. and also we are listening the word in the air women 

emancipation  and seclusion  etc. On the other hand, it was also observed that, an 

attempt was made to put a limit on the movement of women. So, two different 

features of women related issues can easily be experienced in the nineteenth century 

Bengal.  

After the passing of long time in the second half of the nineteenth century 

essays were written in different magazines giving due importance to eradicate the 

seclusion system.76 In the beginning of the twentieth century it was also written that, 

the Bengali women were confined to narrow inner apartment and hence their mental 

development and enthusiasm were obstructed.77 In the second half of the nineteenth 

century education being the male carrier entered into the inner apartment and hence 

women started to think in many fields in a new way. From this period many women 

wrote their thinking in different magazines. From these writings we could know the 

changing attitude of women and different approaches towards consciousness. 

One of the most important factors of consciousness and changing mentality 

of Bengali society was the question of women seclusion. In one of the issues of 

Bamabodhini Patrika wrote on the evils of female seclusion and tried to make the 

society conscious about all these superstitions. It commented:   

 and animals need to 

concept is quite baseless and ridiculous......... Considerable harm is being 

done to children by keeping their mothers under confinement. As the nature 

of the children depends on the nature of their mother, women should never 

be kept in confinement. If kept, it would be against the wishes of the 

Almighty................ Women are delicate in nature and this practice is 

weakening them further. How can this be of benefit of the children? By 

allowing women to go outside, they can be livened up with fresh air and the 

joys of travelling. Strong and cheerful mothers will bear well nourished and 

strong children who would contribute positively to the welfare of the 
78 
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  Again the chief co-operator of Dwarakanath Gangopadhyay in his quest for 

the emancipation of women was Pandit Sivnath Sastri. We come across in one of the 

issues of the Tattvakaumudi in which Pandit Sivnath Sastri wrote on the evils of 

female seclusion. He says: 

advancement of the male sex. Social inhibition for women is a main 

retardant to progress. When women are weak both physically and mentally, 

it cannot be expected that the children they would be able and healthy. These 

factors have been incorporated in our veins. So, due to the lack of 

involvement of women in big issues, they are predominantly restricted to 

petty issues................... If they got the opportunity to exercise their God-

gifted talents and the scope to be self-sufficient, is there any doubt that they 

could have earned a name and fetched many laurels for the country? 79 

On the one hand, newly educated persons being inspired by modern thinking 

felt the need to spread the way for women emancipation by removing seclusion and 

on the other, they described seclusion system as contrary to the principle of 

civilization. It is the Muslims who were responsible for the introduction of purdah 

system. According to them, before the coming of the Muslim to India in the tenth 

century purdah system was unknown to us. The Bengali social reformers and even 

the women put their arguments again and again that, the Hindus partly implemented 

purdah following Muslims and partly to protect the women from the temptation of 

the rulers.80 In the six decades of the nineteenth century changed in the attitude of 

one portion of educated society was noticed in respect of women liberation and 

especially in respect of attitude of removal of seclusion related issues. But just a 

decade back, the social reformers focused only on women education. From the 

1860s onwards they realized that, the seclusion was the main obstruction of women 

education i.e. for the mental development of women. Also they felt that, the normal 

relations between male and female are disturbed due to confinement of women.81 In 

view of the realisation a changed attitude in respect of seclusion and the 

development of the women was observed.  
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Under such circumstances a part of Bengali women claimed for removal of 

seclusion along with the consciousness of male. The women consciousness in 

respect of confinement can be realized from the essays of criticisms launched 

against the ongoing practices of the then Bengal. They wrote that, no restriction 

should be imposed on women for taking bath in the Ganges or in the open pond. 

Besides this, they should not be debarred from coming to their house after bath 

being exhibiting their whole body with wet-cloth. Even they are not prohibited from 

talking with their male servants.82 Another example in respect of women 

consciousness about seclusion can be referred here and these were reflected through 

their writings, such as to make fun shamelessly in a bride chamber, the obscene 

ritual of remarriage  after first menstruation and they were not restricted for 

participating in a function of Swad Bhakshan 83 So, we may realize the 

consciousness of women about seclusion as they raised questions against all these 

practices. In this matter they also said that, if the gentle women from good family 

with decent dress and with maintaining proper manner go out of home with husband 

or with other close relatives or meet with close relatives like hus elder brother 

and father in-law then the people criticise them.84Many people in that period 

believed that, the women would lose their chastity if they break purdah system or 

talk with other person. Some educated women raised question in respect of 

justification of this idea. From these examples we understand their protesting 

mentality. They claimed that, these complain and apprehensions were totally 

baseless and argued that European women do not maintain purdah system and hence 

all of them are not unchastity.85    

Therefore, due to gradual development of women education and reduction of 

rigidity of purdah system especially among the Brahmos women began to 

participate more in the activities performed beyond the familial barricades. In this 

case apparently it may be noted that, it started through participation in the prayer 

meeting by the Brahmo women. This type of incident occurred for the first time in 

was held in the residence of Debendranath Tagore and almost fifty women 

participated in that festival. After the leaving of male members the women were 

allowed to sit behind a screen in order to listen to religious advice given by 
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Debendranath Tagore.86 A few other women and Brahmomayee Debi, the wife of 

Durgamohan Das forwarded one step ahead as compared to earlier group of women. 

These women were present along with other male members on the occasion of 

weekly upasana or prayer of the Brahmo society of Barishal.87 But they could not 

perform important something as they were lesser in number. But Brahmo women of 

Calcutta formed first women association named Brahmika Samaj in 1865. It was the 

first women association of Bengal. The discussion of women association will be 

highlighted in detail in the next two chapters. Again, in the Annual Report of the 

Banga Mahila Samaj, Swarna Prabha Bose, sister of Jagadish Chandra Bose not 

only supported the movement of women for breaking purdah system and talking 

with other men but also she noticed that, those women who were previously inactive 

in the social gatherings or felt uneasy they are now more unhesitating and free in 

this kind of environment. She also said that, participation in such type of social 

gathering was the only medium for being civilised.88 In the nineteenth century 

Bengali society the Hindu women specially among the Brahmo women wrote many 

essays on consciousness in respect of purdah system in different magazines. The 

reflections of these ideas continued in the periodicals of the twentieth century 

published by the Muslims. References in this respect can be cited in the first half of 

the twentieth century were: Al-Eslam Patrika (1917), Masik Mohammadi Patrika 

(1928) etc.89     

Many women were quick to seize any opportunity that came to them for 

acquiring knowledge and acquainting themselves with a wider world. Some women 

of Chinsurah wrote to the editor of the Samachar Darpan in 1836 about women 

degradation. In their words: 

the dignity of any set of men is to consist in the degradation of women 

(which God be praised is not case) we would say to these tantamount lords of 

creation that we care very little for such men and their dignity................... 

Education is working its way rapidly in the families of enlightened Hindoos, 

and where it has already dispersed, an 90 

On the other hand, the Young Bengal group was passionately fervent in its 

pleas for the betterment of the condition of women. A contributor to the 
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Jnananvesan in 1837 wrote that, 

would never have thought that one was to be the slave of another or that one was to 

the 

creator is so wise and merciful that it is not his wish that in his creation one is to be 

unning has 

 with his own restrictive fetters.91 

In this context, Durga Charan Bandopadhyay, a follower of Brahmo 

movement, was influenced by new ideology of civilization. The main teaching of 

this ideology was that, how much the society is civilised which depends on how 

much the women enjoys prestige in the society. He believed that, the degree of 

happiness in the relation between husband and wife depends upon mostly on the 

mental development of wife. For this reason, secretly he started to make her wife 

educated. Among the Bengali women Kailas Basini Debi emerged as author of a 

book within a decade. In the later period, Gyanadanandini Debi, Swarnalata Ghosh, 

Hemangini Debi got themselves educated in this way. During the decades of 1860 

and 1870 many Brahmo women raised different issues of criticisms in their writings 

against the degraded position of women in the society and confinement.92    

Reference to Ramasundari Dasi, one of the writers of Bamabodhini Patrika 

can be cited in this matter. She analysed the degraded status of women in the 

society. She came to the conclusion that, the Bengali women were degraded in rank 

to male and imprisoned like birds in a cage. She explained this situation as 

unhealthy and unsuitable (inappropriate) for living. Hence, for the sake of salvation 

he prayed to God.93 Some observations of women writer of Bamabodhini Patrika 

may be mention here. Sarada Debi, one of the writers of the Bamabodhini Patrika, 

also showed arguments to find out the possible reason of confinement of women. 

According to her, the male members consider women as belonging to the animal 

kingdom and confined them in the room. Because, the male members thought that, 

otherwise the women will be unfaithful 

family. She described this idea as ridiculous and gave a call for establishing justice 

towards women in the society.94 Nagendrabala Mustafi, one famous writer of the 

then period wrote in 1895 that, the situation of the Bengali women was like a bird 

in a cage .95 Rajbala Debi claimed male member responsible for the degraded status 
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of women in society.96 Kamini Roy, one of the famous poetess declared that, India 

would never prosper properly if our women were not made free from chains of 

dependence of others.97 So, it is reflected from their writings that, the women were 

becoming conscious gradually about their degraded position in the society. 

The Evils of Child Marriage 

Not only women education or seclusion or women degradation in the 

nineteenth century Bengal side by side, another most important fact of gender 

consciousness was the evils of child marriage. Perhaps the greatest obstacle to the 

growth of intimate conjugal love was child marriage which was the subject of 

frequent comment in contemporary journals. It was pointed out that, the age of the 

bride was not suitable for promoting the true ideal of relations between husband and 

wife. In many cases the husbands were such older than their wives. This resulted, 

apart from other things, in a gulf of difference in their mental outlook. 

Contemporary writings testify to it.98 

              Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar strongly argued that child marriage could never 

Balya Bibaher Dosh  (the evils 

of child marriage), published in the very first issue of the Sarbasubhakari Patrika 

(1850) as being the first manifestation of the changes outlook. This may be treated 

as the first step to focus the evils of child marriage. Before that, not much social 

consciousness regarding the evils of this practice was noticeable. Even if there was 

no organized protest movement, dissatisfaction against the practice was growing. 

Initially, it was confined to a socially conscious minority. In the later period, a 

number of articles came to be written on the physical, social and other undesirable 

aspects of child marriage.  

Being worried about the demerits of child marriage Bamasundari Debi once 

wrote that, the country would progress if the child marriage system was abolished. 

Our family and society were being humiliated regularly with the effects of child 

marriage system.99 Later, one anonymous scholar Rasiklal Sen discussed the merits 

and demerits of child marriage system in detail in Bharati Patrika and commented 

that, the health and mind of both the husband and wife became sick and fatigue. 

Again the fullest development of the gland available in the physical and mental side 
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are related. In fact, the beauty of health and mind were lost as a result of child 

marriage and given birth to immature baby.100 Same remark was was also passed by 

Kailasbasini Debi in respect of bad effects of child marriage system.101 

Satyendranath Tagore wrote sharply in the same way in Bharati Patrika that, child 

marriage was another insufferable principle. Its poisonous effect was found not only 

in Bengal but also all over India. He ridiculed child marriage of boys and girls and 

compared this marriage with the marriage of male pigeon and female pigeon.102  

 Not only in the magazines of nineteenth century run by the Hindus but also 

in many magazines of twentieth century specially run by the Muslims criticisms 

against the demerits of child marriage system were discussed. For example, in the 

Bhadra issue in 1324 (1917) of Al Eslam it was written that, the main obstruction for 

liberation and education for women was child marriage. It was harmful, disgraceful 

and the like not only for femele child but also for male child. So child marriage has 

got no positive side.103 In the same way, several criticism and discussion against 

child marriage attracted our notice and highlighted the consciousness of people such 

as in Moyajjin patrika (Srabon, 1335), Masik Mohammadi Patrika (Baishakh, 1335), 

Islam Pracharak Patrika (Srabon-Bhadra, 1310) and others.  

Polygamy 

 Really the nineteenth century was a golden age of social consciousness. 

After getting some education the women took the responsibility for spreading social 

consciousness. Moreover, they also began to write against the social vices like 

polygamy in different contemporary magazines and periodicals. Because, the 

educated Bengali society of nineteenth century Bengal became conscious about the 

immoral practice of multi marriage system. Even they started movement for 

abolition of this bad practice. The proof of discussion of such things was found in a 

meeting of Atmiya Sabha in 1819.  Raja Rammohun Roy in his Second book titled 

Sahamaran Bishaye Prabartak O Nibartaker Sambad wrote about the problems and 

sufferings faced by the kulin women in respect of Sati. Rammohun took the 

initiative for growing consciousness among the sensitive people of the society. 

Therefore, consciousness against polygamy system slightly increased during the 

third decades in the nineteenth century. At that time in the magazine of Christian 
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missionaries raised their voice against this practice. The Young Bengal also 

protested against polygamy system through their writings. During fourth decades of 

the nineteenth century in Vidyadarshan, Bengal Spectator, Tattvabodhini Patrika, 

Sambad Bhaskar and in the fifth decades of this century in Sarvasubhakari Patrika, 

Bibidhartha Sangraha, Masik Patrika and so on Akshay Kumar Dutta, 

Krishnamoham Bandyopadhyay, Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar and other scholars 

made the society more aware against polygamy system. For example, in Vidya 

Darshan Patrika published in 1842 under the guidance of Akshay Kumar Dutta tried 

to create sympathy of the people of our country against polygamy and Kulinism for 

the first time. In this magazine he for the first time claimed for justification and 

necessity for making laws in order to stop polygamy system. The writings of Ishwar 

Chandra Vidyasagar published during the period from 1842 to 1856 made educated 

people conscious against polygamy system. In 1844, a long essay titled he Kulin 

Brahmin of Bengal  of Krishna Mohan Bandyopadhyay published in the magazine 

played an important role in this matter. Without any hesitation Tattvabodhini 

Patrika remarked that, a few Varnas of our country influenced by customary 

practices of Kulinism one person accept water from hundreds of women. Moreover, 

many of them considered marriage as one kind of means for earning.104 In fact, due 

to oppression of Kulinism the marriage, a holy social institution finally has been 

transformed into a commercial one. As a result, a pathetic problem like child widow 

emerged.105 Widow Marriage A  of 

 these two bad practices founded by Ballal Sen made the society full of 

adultery and hence increased the number of bastard and prostitute in the Calcutta 

city. The impure environment emerging from the room of the prostitute has been 

entering into the inner portion of the dwelling house of the housewives and on the 

other hand, removing the shame and shyness of bastard insulted the children of 

gentlemen born in good family.106 

From one writings in order to measure the degree of reactions and the level 

of consciousness of women Bamasundari Dasi realised that, Kulinism, polygamy, 

child marriage system and old aged marriage system made irreparable loss to the 

society. Hence, the spread of women education and the introduction of child widow 

marriage were highly essential in the interest of social welfare. Bamasundari Debi 
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wrote that, endless welfare could be held if the Kulinism were abolished. The Kulin 

Brahmin could marry as many as they wish. Even the octogenarian old man of the 

caste was not prevented from getting married. So, this kind of marriage was 

considered as an important social evil. Again these types of activities can be 

described as abortion and adultery.107 Thus, it is realised from the above that, the 

people became conscious and sympathetic towards different kinds of adultery 

created due to polygamy system.  

The reference of sympathy and fellow feeling towards women can be cited 

through the publication of magazine of Abalabandhab. It was in the year 1869 in 

Dacca that, a twenty-five year old Dwarakanath Gangopadhyay started to publish 

the journal Abalabandhab (Friend of Female) which brought him eminence and 

h himself 

explained why he started publishing the monthly journal which was exclusively 

meant for women. He says, 

s very much familiar with the severe pains and sufferings 

which the womenfolk in our country had to undergo during their lifetime. While we 

our knowledge. Such incidents were not uncommon. One could imagine how such 

barbaric acts could take place unless those who indulged in such cruel activities had 

lost all humane feelings. During our childhood we had turned out to be misogynists 

as a result of our going through the verse of Chanakya pandit and we derived 

pleasure in belittling the woman and ridiculing them. However, as the reports of 

torture on women and the incidents of their murder came to our knowledge, the 

earlier attitude towards them softened and we became rather sympathetic towards 

the and stopped ridiculing. We further felt affection for them. We began to consider 

it to be our duty if we could ameliorate at least to some extent the sufferings of 

women. With this objective in view, the Abalabandhab came in to existence. 108 

Though the polygamy was the problem of small number of Brahmins yet 

many women not belonged to Brahmin family wrote about the demerits of polygamy 

of Kulins. For intance, Kailashbasini Debi being Kayastha discussed in detail in the 

book entitled Hindu Mahilar Heenabastha about polygamy of Kulin and their 
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demerits. She described in detail about the child widow, child marriage and also 

how the marriage of young women was facilitated with the old man due to 

polygamy.109 Kshiroda Mitra, Sarada Debi, Jogindra Mohini Basu and so on and so 

forth almost in the same way criticised polygamy and proposed for salvation from 

the same.110 The opposition made by them in expressed not only in their writings but 

also in their activities. For instances, in 1870, one Kulin wife named Krishnamani 

filed a suit in the court for food and clothing against her husband named 

Laxminarayan Mukhopadhyay and the court passed order in favour of wife. The 

court passed the judgement in this way that, Laxminarayan would pay Rs. 15 per 

month to Krishnamani for her food and clothing. But due to poverty Laxminarayan 

could not pay the said amount to her wife and hence was compelled to go to jail.111 

One Kulin wife Haimabati Debi became victorious in the same type of case in 

1876.112 Another Kulin wife named Lalitmohini Debi earned huge money in such a 

case from her husband.113 Though this type of case against husband is not significant 

now a day yet it was completely unthinkable in those days. Due to the spread of 

women education Kulin women became conscious against polygamy of Kulin. 

Bidhumukhi Basu of Dacca can be cited as an important example in this context. In 

1870 her father arranged her marriage with a Kulin. This Kulin had 12-13 wives 

earlier. Bidhumukhi was slightly educated and hence refused to marry the person 

who was polygamous and also she fled away to Calcutta with the help of her uncle. 

It was there in Calcutta she was given shelter by the Brahmo leader Durgamohan 

st her uncle. 

But Bidhumukhi Debi explained her own stand in the court and became victorious in 

the suit.114  

Again many writings and movements against polygamy launched in the 

decades of seventies of the nineteenth century and as a result of these some good 

reaction wass found in the society. It was noticeable in the Hindu Hitaishini 

magazine in the middle of 1871 that, n s violating rules of 

Kulinism and made statement in the magazine in respect of marriage of their 

daughter. In the news published in 1872 it was found that, polygamy was a shame to 

the married Kulin members of Decca region. Kulins also told in this way that, they 

felt shy to call themselves as Kulin. In 1875 Rashbehari Mukhopadhyay in order to 
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set up a practical example allowed his daughter to get marry with a son who broke 

away customary Kulin practices of marriage. In 1877 he allowed his son and 

daughter to marry persons who belongs to separate caste. Seeing his brave step 

many followed the same path.115 In the later period, even many Muslim Magazines 

like Al-Eslam (Kartik, 1326 B.S.), Islam Pracharak (srabon-Bhadra, 1310) etc. 

criticised against the multi marriage system.116 

Widow Remarriage 

Widow Remarriage along with women education, seclusion, child marriage, 

polygamy etc. was an important step of social consciousness in the nineteenth 

century. As a result of Kulinism many child widows created in the society and their 

miserable and distressed life naturally attracted the nineteenth century conscious 

social groups which reflected in the various contemporary periodicals. The name of 

Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar was inextricably linked with widow remarriage. But in 

the primary stage two periodicals namely The Reformer (25th November, 1838) of 

Prasanna Kumar Tagore and The Bengal Spectator edited by Ram Gopal Ghosh 

published essays in support of remarriage of the Hindu widows mentioning the 

scriptural prescription. On 15 January 1843, in The Bengal Spectator it was told in 

support of the remarriage of widows that, if the male member could remarry after 

death of his wife then why the wife would not be able to get married after the death 

of her husband. Besides this, in this essay it was also said that, the ancient pundits 

prohibited remarriage of widow for certain reason led the helpless widows to face 

different types of hardship and occurred different bad activities in the society. 

Hence, remarriage of widow was necessary. Moreover, if the sons of themselves 

were allowed to inherit the paternal property then it was suppose to be a great deed 

done in this respect. This would  necessarily glorify the progressive trend of the 

society. It was known from the published material in the Bengal Harkara and in the 

India Gazette on 11th March of 1845 that, Ram Chandra Vidya Bagish, the scholar 

of Brahmo Samaj made necessary arrangement in support of remarriage of 

widow.117 After the enactment of widow remarriage act one women named Vidya 

Debi stated in a magazine that, she became old enough and hence did not want 

remarriage. But she expressed her opinion in a way that, this act would remove 

sorrow and sufferings of the hundreds of widows.118 Though there was a doubt that 
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this letter of Vidya Debi was written at all by any woman because very few women 

were educated at that time. But, one women letter writer residing at Shantipur, a 

well-known locality in the Nadia district, Bengal, not only pointed out the demerits 

of Kulinism but also demanded for such prescriptions so that widows could remarry. 

She was fully aware that the prescriptions in the scriptures in this matter were in 

favour of widows. Hence, he appealed to the government through letter.119 Being 

encouraged with the reference of women of Shantipur, under the caption the 

 Chinsurah , Hooghly, the second letter contained an appeal to fathers 

and brothers, and underlined a number of specific evils or disabilities through a 

series of questions and demanded salvation from the total distressed condition of 

women. 

s death? 

Does not a woman have the identical longing for a conjugal life as a man? Can you 

stop the evils arising from such unnatural laws? 120 These two letters might have 

been regarded as sufficient testimony for the consciousness of women in Bengal, if 

they were really written by women. But it is just possible that, they were really the 

composition of some men and sent in the name of women to evoke pity and 

sympathy. In any case they put very pithily the many social evils which made the 

life of Bengali women wretched and miserable.  

How Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar tried to introduce remarriage system of 

widows; from which scripts he got affiliation and above all, the atrocities in the 

society will continue permanently if the remarriage system of widows were not 

introduced - all these issues have already been discussed in the 2nd chapter. But a 

few widows from Midnapore categorically stated their opinion regarding the above 

issues. It was very important to note here that, the reason for introduction of 

remarriage system of widows cited by these women were similar to the opinion of 

male member. The supporters of the remarriage system of widows wanted to protect 

the society more from social adultery than to improve the condition of women. 

Women widows residing at Midnapore in order to stop unlawful sexual intercourse 

like unlawful abortion in the society wanted interference of Radhakanta Deb, but 

from this it was not difficult for us to understand the level of consciousness of the 

women.121 On the other hand, Bamasundari Debi recommended for remarriage of 
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child widow in her writings. She described the sorrows and sufferings of child 

widows. She also stated that, not only the male members of the then Bengali society 

but also the women equally realised the sufferings of pitiable life of widows and for 

the sake of salvation they favoured for the introduction of remarriage system of 

widows. Not only Ramasunari Debi, but also many other women in the nineteenth 

century in their writings strongly advocated for remarriage system of widows.122 The 

arguments of Sarada Debi of Muzaffarpur were specifically referable in this context. 

She wrote that, if the male members were allowed to get married second time then 

why the widow would be deprived from such rights and opportunities. Of course, 

the almighty God did not prohibit any where for remarriage system of widows.123 In 

the same way, Ramasundari Debi, Khsiroda Mitra, one anonymous lady of Barasat, 

Brajabala Debi124 and others raised their arguments in favour of widow remarriage.  

Conjugal Relations   

Women education, various social evils and the like not only considered the 

matter of social consciousness in the nineteenth century. In the second half of that 

century conjugal relation was an important feature of gender consciousness and 

newly educated youths began to think about this subject which not only effected by 

western education but also we may follow in the contemporary periodicals and 

journals. From different writings of the second the half nineteenth century we notice 

changes in the conjugal relations. Consciousness relating to conjugal affairs began to 

develop in the mind of men side by side with the progress of century. Many reasons 

like close link with western culture and spread of education worked together behind 

this. As a result, the picture of conjugal life published in different writings i.e. in 

different journals was not only a reflection of husband-wife relation but also an 

index of change of mentality. The present relation between husband and wife was 

not happy at least in many cases  the moment this thinking got recognition an 

attempt to enquire different type of conjugal relation emerged proportionately at the 

same time. In reality, the changes in respect of relation between husband and wife 

came out very slowly. But the attitude regarding this relation began to change 

among the educated person and in this regard, a few writings of this matter may be 

highlighted from contemporary journals.125 
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Newly educated Bengalis gradually developed the sense of the inadequacy of 

domestic relationship. A Brahman from Chinsura pointed out it was as early as in 

1838 in a letter published in Samachar Darpan: ving 

education and consequently their minds are being enlightened. Under the 

circumstances how can they get on with their unlettered wives? Can they expect 

from these wives the sort of company they require after a long day of physical and 

mental labour? Will they be able to communicate their real feelings to these 

 126 So, it is very clear from the above mentioned quotation that the 

question came to the notice about the unhappy relationship with husband and wife. 

Again an article on social reform in the Bamabodhini Patrika, wrote that: 

........ The kind of pure enjoyment that is available to husband and wife in civilized 

countries is not present in our country. The husband does not receive enough from 

his wife to satisfy his expectations. Women are nearly all uneducated, and an 

educated person can never have a satisfying conversation with an uneducated 

person. Therefore, the husband, having finished his official work will go elsewhere 

for relaxation. For him the house is no longer a place of peace, but has become a 

place of disco 127 

The Brahmo magazine Bamabodhini Patrika again published articles on the 

ideal relationship between husband and wife. A new ideology was being propagated 

in that Patrika  marriage is the union of two souls. In a society where husbands and 

wives seldom met, had a wide difference in mentality, a radical new concept was 

being put forward that the husband and wife are complimentary. It was stated in this 

magazine that, marriage culminates into a very holy relationship. Hence the 

relationship between husband and wife is not a temporary familial relationship. The 

relationship is a very pure one. They would perform all the duties of life hand in 

hand and satisfy the needs of the souls of each other.128 

           In traditional Bengali conjugal relationship this concept was quite new. In the 

 in the Bamabodhini Patrika, there was a discussion 

regarding the problem of a mental distance between husbands and wives. It stated 

that, when the husband is busy determining the distance between the Sun and other 

constellations, the wife is busy measuring the dimensions of her pillowcases. When 
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the husband thinks about the stars and planets in the sky, and determines the velocity 

of comets, the wife is then at the kitchen, determining the reflexes and the spread of 
129 By exposing the differences in mentality between the husband and the 

wife these articles aimed at drawing the couple more close to each other. The new 

ideal of conjugal life prompted by the changed mental outlook meant that marriage 

was no longer the union of two families. Nor was it the mere union of two bodies at 

night, for the wife was no longer the mere instrument of procreation. These purposes 

were of course given recognition in the new scheme, but marriage was primarily 

projected as the beginning of a very personal relation between a woman and a man 

in which their mutual relationship reigned over the cobweb of other relations. 

Mutual interdependence and similarity in everything were viewed as means to that 

end. There were also many articles which highlighted in several magazines on the 

changing mentality about conjugal relations like Paricharika, Abalabandhab, 

Bharat Mahila, Antahpur, Bagamahila, Sambad Prabhakar, Dacca Prakash etc. 

Necessity for Medical Education of Women 

Besides that, by the later nineteenth century necessity for medical education 

were other areas of gender consciousness. It was around this time that, various 

this matter and urged the Government of Bengal to allow women to pursue medical 

studies. For example, the Brahmo Public Opinion, said: 

...if there be any one country where, more than all another, the 

want of lady doctors is most keenly felt, it is no doubt India. Specially, the 

system of zenana seclusion makes it nearly impossible for male doctors to be 

very useful in treating female patients, consequently, a very large number of 

proper medical attendances. In fact, we know of instances, where, with the 

utmost difficulty female patients could be induced to allow the doctor to feel 

their pulse only. Besides, there are diseases peculiar to them, which it is 

simply impossible for male doctors properly to diagnose or treat. The 

establishment of medical institution for the tuition of lady  is an 

urgent necessity in the 130  
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Again we know about the necessity for medical education of women under 

Bamabodhini Patrika. The main theme of this essay was   

Everyone with prudence will admit that as for men, medical education is 

equally necessary for women. There are certain types of female diseases 

which can only be appreciated by women and even if those are understood 

by men, their treatment by males cannot be as effective as by females. Its 

necessity is more felt in India than in other countries. How is it possible to 

have proper medical treatment of females of our country where we believe 

that it is against our religion to come out before any unknown male person 

who do not belong to her family? Amongst the doctors there are many who 

have such character that it requires to be carefully considered whether 

respectable ladies can at all be presented before them. Even many ladies 

hesitate to appear before those doctors who have carved the reputation of 

having good moral character and behaviour. Under such situation, it is no 

wonder that many Indian women prefer to face death rather than to undergo 

treatment under such doctors. Women in thousands thus suffer from the 

diseases and embrace premature death.......... As the necessity of female 

doctors is being perceived, so does the instance of good performance of 

females in the field of medical education come in. The door of medical 

education is open to females in America and England and in those countries 

their number is increasing every year, and those female doctors are 

competing with their male counterparts not only in their countries but also 

graceful appearance. With a blend of religious sentiment and modesty along 

with education they have proved themselves quite worthy of treating the 

females of the antahpur 131 

              The Bamabodini Patrika of the same date further stated that  

is questioned whether the women of this country possess the requisite aptitude and 

competence to receive medical education. Bombay and Madras have given 

appropriate answers to this before the progressive Bengal could give the 

same............. This proves quite well that the women of this province are ready to 
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receive medical education and their guardians are also well set to fulfil their 

ambitions. 132  

Women and Health         

            On the other hand, the necessity of medical education was very much inter-

related with women health. Naturally, the then women magazines started to focus on 

the health and hygiene of women in different articles and started to appraise the 

society of the need for having female doctors. In an issue of the Antahpur, Smt. 

Hemanta Kumari Chowdhurani, one of the contributors of the journals, described 

Bharatmahilar  

(Health of Indian Women) in this way: 

 good health. The 

health of the mother or the wife if is on the decline, it has a far-reaching 

influence on the children. It also results in a general disorder of the family 

life. When the wife falls ill, both she and her husband have to suffer. 

Sickness dampens all the other charms of life.......... Riding the wave of 

gauging their health we get a very dismal picture, some are with impaired 

vision, some are with chronic headaches or with some other ailments. We are 

becoming conscious about the cleanliness of the roads, but what about the 

state of affairs at our antahpur where childbirth actually occurs, and we have 

a very strongly bonded relationship during our entire lifespan, have we ever 

spared a thought! .................. The dwellers of the antahpur on whom the 

country, society and the family is dependent for its peace and tranquility, are 

really in a sorry state! The country that boasts of, Laxmibai, Padmini and 

Karmadevi and other brave women who sided with their men folk even in 

battlefields is now producing women who faint at the sight of a drop of 

blood! They are neither physically strong, nor mentally and tears are their 
133 

Thus, this article is a testimony of the fact that lack of health among Bengali 

household women could be a major cause of disharmony both in the family and in 

conjugal life. In another issue of the Antahpur, Smt. Sarojini Devi, one of the 
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Mahilar Sasthya Sambandhe 

Koyekti Katha  that   

. 

Headaches and colic pains were a regular feature and ailments of the uterus 

were a constant source of agony of a very large number of women. Quite a 

few of them deprived of being a mother. Is it what is called as the progress of 

modem women? Is this conducive to having healthy, gritty, hardworking and 

enthusiastic Bengali children for tomorrow? 134 

              In 1867, the Bamabodhini Patrika published a series of detailed and 

informative articles on covering pregnancy  its symptoms, treatment, delivery and 

midwifery.135An article in the same journal in 1872 published essential information 

for a pregnant woman on the growth and development of the foetus. Illustrations in 

black, white and red showed the foetus from the time of conception through each 

month of pregnancy.136 

  Not only that, Bamabodhini Patrika had published many exhaustive articles 

on the norms to be followed during pregnancy and the safety precautions during 

childbirth. There were also separate discussions on what a pregnant woman should 

wear, what food habits she should develop, permissible working limits and on what 

state of mind she should remain. It was started that pregnant women should were 

loose-fitting cloths and should have light but nutritious food. Regarding permissible 

work limits an example was cited stating that rich and poor women suffer during 

child birth, not the middle class women. Hence, sitting totally idle is not correct and 

overworking is also not advisable. It was stated that, a cheerful disposition and 

reading of holy scripts and moral sciences was advisable.137 

In this connection, the different symptoms of pregnancy were also described. 

Among them nausea, salivation, lactation, enlargement of belly, growth of the foetus 

and changes in the uterus was vividly dealt upon.138 From the time of conception to 

delivery detailed discussion was made for all the stages. Labour pain, general 

symptoms for delivery139 and at each stage the role of the dai (midwifery) and the 

parturient woman were all discussed. How the oil cloth is to be placed under the 

abdomen of the mother, how the uterus is to be tested140  were all the subjects of 
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the dai. From the second half of the nineteenth century it was felt that all women 

should know about this subject so that before calling the dai they can take necessary 

precautions.  

               During child birth the dais took recourse to age-old traditions and even if 

complications cropped up their actions and steps were not always in line with the 

advancement of science in the late nineteenth century. So, in Bamabodhini Patrika 

the dais were instructed to carry a surgical knife, a pair of scissors, female catheter, 

stethoscope and a silk thread on going for a call.141  

  In that connection, though we have already mentioned about the condition of 

sutikagriha or aturghar in Bengal. But contemporary periodicals also highlighted 

more vivid and detailed description of sutikagriha. For example, Mahila describes it 

prison. Even prisoners are entitled to fresh air, healthy food and medical treatment 

should they fall sick. A sutikagriha offers none of these benefits to a young mother. 

She has to deliver the baby and stay for more than a month in absolutely rotten 

conditions. Very often the infant dies there itself, with the mothers contracting a life-

long ailment in addition. In fact, post-delivery ailments often hamper their normal 

family life. Age-old myths, superstitions regarding aturghar and general ignorance 

among old Hindu women are at the root of the untold misery of this young 

mothers.142 

           The effect of such a condition generally a woman remained sheltered, 

immediately after birth she was supposed to take a cold bath in the tank or ghat. At 

times the effect of this, in her weak state, sent her into a raving delirium, in which 

case an ojha or exorcist, was brought in to exorcise the spirit possessing her by 

beating her with a torn slipper.143 

But the changing scenarios were very much different from these. Many 

contemporary magazines highlighted that, on superstitious grounds other family 

members stay away from the aturghar. But during this time it is the duty of other 

members of the household to stay close to the mother and the child and take proper 

care of them.144 So, when due to the observances of unnecessary and superstitious 

rituals and customs the mother was segregated for a long period. A number of 
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newspapers and periodicals like Abalabandhab, Dasi, Paricharika etc. raised their 

voice against that custom. Side by side, the quackery of the untrained midwives 

gradually brought awareness to the enlightened section of the Bengali society and 

everyone admitted that some sort of education and training should have been 

imparted to the dais. 

From this we get a panoramic view of the changing attitudes during the last 

half of the nineteenth century. That these subjects are suitable for the reading of 

women and that there should not be any inhibitions during the discussion of them 

were realized by and large among most of the people, barring a few exceptions. 

Bamabodhini Patrika has clearly stated that, during pregnancy lot of harm and 

mishaps of the mother are caused by superstuitions and ignorance, hence the mother 

should be conscious of her norms during pregnancy.145 The changes reflected desire 

on the part of educated Bengalis to derive benefit from modem scientific knowledge 

and a growing humanitarian concern for the welfare of the mother and the child. The 

new medical wisdom laid down that a mother should not remain in the sutikagriha 

for longer than one week, but it is not known how many families would have dared 

to defy traditional taboos on this matter. By the turn of the century, although 

recognition of the importance of postnatal care.   

Motherhood and Child Rearing 

 It has been realised from the thinking of women regarding education 

expressed in their writings that the educated women would be able to perform the 

duty of motherhood in a better way along with the duty of familial activities. In 

reality, a greater responsibility for consciousness regarding motherhood was 

published so much in different writings from the second half of the nineteenth 

century. The reason for this was that, the newly socio-economic condition of this 

period inevitably started to break the traditional joint family structure. Nuclear 

family was created due to accepted of new religion or acceptance of job in a distant 

place or for both of the reasons. The young wives of those families became mother 

either staying at a distance from original family i.e. at the workplace of husband or 

became associate of their husbands along with their small child. The new social and 
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religious thinking which encouraged them for new kind of living also reflected in 

their motherhood. English learning or the knowledge acquired regarding western life 

from the direct experience of foreign travel increased the level of consciousness 

regarding the responsibility of motherhood. Therefore, question may arise whether 

the mother did not perform earlier properly the responsibility for rearing child or 

not? Specially, a few reformers who have been discussed recognised the 

contribution and influence of the mother in their life. Pandit Ishwar Chandra 

Vidyasagar, Keshab Chandra Sen, Shibnath Shastri, Bipin Chandra Pal  all of them 

great personalities remembered the role of the mother in their life with deep respect. 

Besides this, writings on life and autobiography in the nineteenth century established 

great proof of contribution of mother to the life of their children. So, earlier also the 

mother performed properly the greater responsibility of child rearing. But these were 

the expectation. It may be realised when it was told in respect of main objective of 

spreading women education. Moreover, it was also told that, an educated mother 

was able to rear ideal child. In Bamabodhini Patrika it was stated that, mother is the 

fone and the best teacher of a child. The character of men is mainly formed with the 

p than the teachings at school.146 An attempt to 

create this kind of consciousness has also been found in the writings of male writers. 

In the decade of 1880s, one writing in this context was published in the Balak 

Patrika continuously. Here it was categorically stated that, the son becomes 

excellent with the excellence of mother.147  

 So, Bengali mothers needed to be schooled to a realization of their new 

responsibility and importance. By the end of the century, the bhadramahila had fully 

hood.148 The significance of 

motherhood had expanded beyond being merely a home function to being a public 

duty.  

 Even though we are women and we are weak, when God has given us such 

great responsibility he will also give us the necessary strength. For the better or for 

worse, the further of society and of the nation rests on these children of ours. If they 

are properly educated then the nation will follow the path of progress......... 

Therefore, sisters, come let us join together and give of our strength to fulfil this 
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great vocation, and though we are weak, let mutual co-operation give us collective 

strength.149 

 On the other hand, various child care manuals and in this regard numerous 

articles in the 

of building a healthy and enlightened generation. For example, breast feeding may 

be singled out as an issue symptomatic of the conflict between old and new advice. 

The advantages of modern ideas on the duration and regulation of breast feeding, 

and the disadvantages of traditional ones, were widely discussed. However, in the 

nineteenth century general opinion was solidly in favour of breast feeding by the 

mother alone. Women were only to resort to a wet-nurse if they were too ill to feed 

the child themselves. In Bengal wet-nursing was not simply a caricatured from of 

Anglicization, but was an established practice among the wealthy.150 Even then, 

regarded as a preferable alternative.151 In Bengal, children were commonly breast-

fed for three, four, or even five years.152 Medical opinion declared that, prolonged 

breast feeding was responsible for deteriorating health in mothers and children, and 

tried to encourage a lower wearing age. Preferably this was to be around one year, or 

a few months later if the infant were weak, but not beyond the age of two.153  

 In the women magazines of the nineteenth century discussions were made 

for doing exercise of children in order to keep the child healthy and free from 

disease. The women had been performing the work towards their children for a long 

time. But, it was felt necessary to perform their work more skilfully.154 In the second 

half of the nineteenth century different women magazines published writings in 

respect of scientific and modern treatments and also relating to health code. The 

objective of this was to educate the women in respect of doing the work of child 

rearing more properly and smoothly employing newly acquired knowledge. Mother 

always does the work of child rearing. But this consciousness in respect of child 

rearing was new. In this age it was also felt necessary to give attention towards 

mental development of their child. This type of thinking which deals with different 

 daily life brought about a change in the history of house-keeping 

management. Equal emphasis was paid both on the mind and body of the child in 
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respect of child rearing. It was completely new to free the child from mental 

disappointment with the help of bringing variety in the livelihood.155 

 The different essays relating to child rearing tried to offer education for 

women. Reading all these materials it was understood that, there was a close link 

between the writer and the western science. It was known from a dialogue type 

writings of the nineteenth century composed with an objectives to offer education 

that, husband was telling to his wife how the mother should perform the act of 

bathing her child.156 

 Besides that, Bamabodhini Patrika mostly had articles on childcare. In that 

Patrika, it was also published numerous articles on the divinity of motherhood and 

on the essential of bringing up a child. From the time of pregnancy and nursing, a 

 It 

was followed by a stream of books such as Matrisiksa in 1871, and Saral Sisu Palan 

in 1885.157 to children was 

translated into Bengali.158 

Antahpur tried to have a regular  page, with 

illustrated nursery rhymes and stories.159 Writers became eloquent in echoing 

Victorian sentiments on the pristine state of childhood 

drops from heaven like a pure blossom it is untouched by the corrupt winds of the 

world. Then both its body and mind are as malleable as clay and can be shaped with 
160 To maintain this original state of grace, special care had to be taken to instil 

moral principles from an early age. The child was to be treated as a rational being, 

but one with a simplified understanding. Reasons for beliefs and morality had to be 

explained to it but in uncomplicated terms.161 Numerous articles stressed that the 

mother should make a concerted effort to take the responsibility for child rearing 

into her own hands. Writers disapproved of the care of children by servants, which 

was common practice in wealthier household, both because it was regarding as a 

dereliction of duty and because servants were thought to continue the old system of 

child rearing based on threats and superstition. Supposedly less scrupulous than 

mothers, servants were known to use opium to stop a chi it to 

sleep.162 The bogey of ghosts or spirits was commonly used as a threat to ensure 
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good behaviour.163 The harm this did to children was said to be the cause of 

characteristic Bengali nervousness. But the new disciplinary methods stressed 

honesty and openness, which were seen as the achievement of reason over 

superstition. 

  The central position accorded to the child in the new idea of the family 

affected the conduct of the parents. They had to regulate their behaviour to make 

sure that they never set a bad example to the child. Moralists instructed parents not 

to quarrel in front of their children, to show their anger openly, or to scold of their 

c 164 Children were to be controlled not through anger 

but through reason. Punishment was supposed to be more effective when it was 

mental rather than physical, and the removal of special pleasures or privileges as a 

disciplinary measure was recommended.165 Modern parents were not to mention 

 in effect anything connected with sex  

hearing.166 At times these instructions seemed contradictory, as a mother was also 

habits to deceit and mistrust.167 

            Hence, it is easy to understand that, from the second half of the nineteenth 

century Bengali women gradually became conscious about their health. They 

achieved mental liberty of choice to discuss regarding the various problems of 

motherhood. It may be noted that, from 186os the newly educated families changed 

their attitude to domestic order, health conscious and necessity of cleanliness.  

Domestic Order, Cleanliness and Cooking Skills 

             Now, we may turn our attention into another aspect of consciousness. The 

correct locality for a house was a place where there had never been a tank; a clean 

cowshed beside the house should have a sloping cement floor.168 In the cities it was 

also necessary to have, at some distance from the house, or at least away from the 

kitchen and dining areas, a toilet that should be cleaned daily with water and 

disinfected with lime.169 The bed rooms needed to be airy, and the kitchen was to be 

at a distance from the living rooms, with a storeroom beside it.170 
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  The interiors of Bengali houses were contrasted unfavourably with English 

houses, where cleanliness was almost an obsession.171 In the interests of better 

health, women were advised to wash and air all bed linen, and to clean and dust 

twice daily, even under the bed.172 Drinking water was to be purified, either by 

collecting rain water, boiling well water, or putting it through a filter.173 

  

 

complained of the inconvenience of never being able to find things in the disorder 

prevailing in a Bengali household. A towel might be placed over the water-pot in the 

morning, hung on the door at midday, left in the kitchen in the afternoon and then 

placed on the bed at night, leaving a dirty and wet mark. Things would be much 

better if the housewife told everyone to put objects back where they found them, so 

that they would always remain in the same place.174 All items in the storeroom were 

to be listed and labelled for increased efficiency. 

  The domestic order and cleanliness were not only considerations. Cooking 

from the 1870s onward. Traditionally, girls learned how to cook from their mothers 

or from other older women. A monthly magazine named Pak-Pranali (1883), edited 

by Bipradas Mukhopadhyay highlighted about cooking and its aim was not only to 

train up women the culinary skills they were said to have lost through education and 

refinement, but also to help them to keep up with changing tastes in food, to teach 

them new cooking methods and to enable them to save money by preparing food at 

home themselves.175 The journal was illustrated and recipes where clearly set out 

with a list of ingredients followed by the method and often gave a brief history of 

the dishes like Indian and foreign as well. 

of teaching women different ways of cooking such as Bamabodhini Patrika, Mahila, 

Abalabandhab, Punya etc. But Antahpur also had a regular cooking column from 

1900, written by women contributors.176 It may be said that, from the last part of the 

nineteenth century women felt strongly about the cooking columns in these journals. 

In fact, the culinary skills expected were becoming more exacting to suit different 

social requirements. 
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  So, housework became part of the aesthetic experience of daily life and not 

merely an activity that had 177 belonged 

fundamentally to the abhijata bhadralok (elite middle class) as against the common 

 part 

of a middle-class agenda.178 

Self Dependence of Women 

              Besides that another important thing that is self dependence of women 

which had generated among the Bhadralok a heightened awareness of the oppressive 

restrictions imposed on women. Some perceived that this handicap was often 

connected with 

in the Bamabodhini Patrika reported that, as long as women continued to be given a 

separate curriculum with an elementary general knowledge, women would remain 

subordinated to men. Men were given professional education with specialization in 

They were expected to learn the basics of everything and not adept in any field so 

that they were not able to enter the public arena in some professional capacity.179 In 

another article Bamabodhini Patrika communicates that, in Europe and America 

women go outside and earn money. Women could accept job. In our country the 

women were ridiculed if it was found that they were doing outside work in order to 

earn money for their family. But there is no doubt that, in course of time the practice 

of earning money by the women would be welcome and hence the women would be 

self reliant.180 So, this kind of essays published in Bamabodhini Patrika inspired our 

women to be self dependent. It was for this reason Krishna Bhamini could observe 

minutely women self dependence after coming to foreign country.  

 On the other hand, a number of bhadramahila were beginning to face the 

problem of finding ways to lessen the total dependence on men that left women 

helpless if they fell on hard time. A plea for equal vocational training for men and 

women was made on the grounds of likelihood of having to cope with such an 

eventually.181 In another article in Antahpur suggested that, every woman should 

learn to weave her own cloth rather than be told by men to manufacture useless 
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handicrafts or embroidery to sell for a pittance. She leaded as an example of self-

sufficiency the Assamese custom of having a loom in every house to weave all cloth 

for domestic use. Although a woman would not actively earn money by this means, 

she could considerably reduce the size of the family budget and acquire a useful 

practice skill.182 By 1904, Lilabati Mitra, one of the contributors of the journal, was 

concerned that the kinds of traditional crafts (manufacturing of fans, dolls etc. for 

sale at fairs, dressmaking, midwifery, medicine, pickle making, gardening and 

others) widows practiced to eke out a living were no longer popular with consumers. 

She recommended the adoption of more commercially oriented enterprises catering 

for new tastes, such as the manufacture of stockings. A machine could be purchased 

from England for 200 rupees that would produce a pair of stockings every fifteen 

minutes. It could produce different kind of stockings in order to cater to the 

 She calculated that the seller would earn 

twenty-five to thirty rupees per month. Other suggested occupations included 

typewriting, picture framing, making cardboard    cartons, photography, basket 

weaving, appliqué work crochet, wool work and the embroidering of mottos on cloth 

or card. All of these new occupations could conveniently be followed within the 

home, after some train from a skilled practitioner or male relative.183 

            Until the turn of the century very few other Hindu bhadramahila would have 

been able to overcome traditional prejudices against female employment outside the 

home. In fact, in later period, this condition to some extent began to change when 

women became more conscious about their economic responsibility. In this respect, 

Begum Rokeya published many writings from 1904-1930. She gave the argument in 

her writings that, women liberation is limited on how much they were economically 

dependent on their male relatives.184 

Equal Rights of Male-Female 

 Whatever may be the degree of level of consciousness of women in respect 

of their role relating to economic, social or familial and equal to men  with regard 

to all these questions women started thinking gradually from the second half of the 

nineteenth century. Though most of the women thought that, separate role for male 

and female were fixed yet they demanded that the women should not be considered 
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toys in the hands of men. For example, Mankumari Basu, one contributors of the 

Bamabodhini Patrika observed that, the Bengali women had to work always 

according to the wishes of their husbands, as a result, the women failed to nourish 

their mind, manner, and religious belief freely.185 Nagendrabala Debi, one of the 

contributors of Bamabodhini Patrika, pointed out argued in this matter. The 

almighty God did not want that the mind and hopes of women would not be formed 

as per wishes of men.186 The more progressive women demanded that, the women 

should be considered equal to men on all matters. Moreover, the women should be 

allowed to enjoy all rights as the men enjoy.187 So, in view of the above it is clear 

that, the educated women not only in respect of different social conventions, bad 

customary practices and disrespect towards themselves but also they became 

conscious in respect of equal rights of men and women.   

 Political Consciousness 

             But politics was not considered a suitable subject for women during the 

nineteenth century. The editorial in the first issue of a new journal for women started 

in 1875, named Banga Mahila, stated: 

h as possible 

on current events. We will not discuss political events and controversies 

because politics would not be interesting or intelligible to women in this 

country at present. But we will not be adverse to describing them insofar as 

they touch on so 188  

It was not until 1884 that Bamabodhini Patrika introduced articles on 

political subjects, with the explanation that:  

country where many well-educated youths are incapable of understanding 

politics it will be a long time before the way can be prepared for teaching 

politics to women. But whether our women understand politics or not, it is 

essential that they possess a general knowledge of the past and present state 
189 
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Though, the development of nationalist sentiment among the bhadralok from 

the late 1860s could not but have filtered through to the antahpur. The embarrassing 

incidents of racial discrimination experienced by Bengalis in their dealings with the 

colonial rules had such a deep impact that family life and personal relations were 

unavoidably affected. In this way, women had vicarious experience of racial 

humiliation and the resultant dissatisfaction with colonial rule. However, the 

bhadramahila were not directly involved with the workings of the colonial access to 

information about how it operated. They had no intellectual understanding of the 

detrimental effects of colonialism. In the nineteenth century, most bhadramahila 

could only respond to nationalism as a result of indirect personal experience. Not 

surprisingly, the combined effect of physical seclusion and lack of information on 

political developments meant th

minimal. As early as 1871, Bamabodhini Patrika recorded the presence of Hindu 

women at a Town Hall meeting of students, but it was not clear from this account 

who they had been or why they had been there.190 However, these are very tenuous 

indications of the general level of political consciousness among women. As a result 

of political consciousness among women, we may notice in the 5th chapter that from 

beginning of the twentieth century women took participate in the national movement 

in a wide range. Whereas in England the catalyst in the politicization of women was 

the issue of female suffrage, in India, it was the wider cause of nationalism. The first 

half of the twentieth century was especially significant for the growth of Bengali 

because the change that appeared in the life and teachings 

and the minds of the Bengali women due to the impact of reform movement in the 

nineteenth century broke away the traditional way of life in most cases. Ultimately, 

in the twentieth century it reached to such an extent when the women who live in the 

inner portion of dwelling house like men being inspired by Swadeshi movement 

directly participated in the political movement and went to jail.191 

The development of the Bengali women consciousness during colonial 

period was important because it encouraged the development of self-consciousness 

through the  traditional, institutional teaching and financial training of women on the 

one hand. On the other, it was also followed that, these consciousness would not 

demand equal level and equal prestige with men in familial, social and even political 
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level. Therefore, women consciousness and rights were always considered as 

fulfilment of patriarchal society, separately no discussion was made for complete 

consciousness of women. But the exception example was that, Deshbandhu Chitta 

Ranjan Das participated in the freedom movement with Basanti Debi and Urmila 

Debi.  

Yet, it is clear from the above discussion that, with the impact of European 

attitude and teaching Bengali society began to realise their life in a new way. A new 

consciousness in respect of women relation and male-female relationship developed. 

In the fourth decades of the nineteenth century and with the spread of women 

education the internal thinking and attitudes of many purdah women came to be 

known through complain resentment demands and appeal published in different 

magazines. In the meantime, the Sati system was abolished, polygamy and Kulinism 

were condemned among the members of the educated society, the protest against 

widow re-marriage system was almost not held and also discussion in the society in 

spite of these a deep interest for women education arose among all the members of 

the society.  The members of Bengal social transformer told that, it was necessary to 

bring about a change in the attitude of women in order to initiate social 

transformation in the country. The main purposes of the social reform movement 

nay women liberation movement were to pay more attention to family life. There 

was a transformation of the social oriented family to the family oriented society. A 

qualitatively difference of the attitude of male members of the family towards 

society and also the women of our family was also observed. The male member of 

the family claimed that, the women should play its role as his colleague. A 

phychological understanding between educated male member and uneducated 

women cannot be established. Hence, an initiative was taken by the educated society 

of Bengal to spread women education and in this way, awakening of women came 

and women self consciousness developed. At this time women in Bengal being 

conscious expressly declared their own rights.     
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